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Special Edition
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President Presents Uw-M Bu eget
To Student Assembly March 4
-MARCH ARTS FESTIVAL CALENDER
NDAI', MARCH 3
2:00 p.m.—Concert, The Habenicht Ensemble—Main Lounge.
Memorial Union.
1:30-5:00 p.m.—Tea sponsored by the Art Department and Chi
Omega Sorority. Exhibition of oils and water color,
by Francis Hamabe—Carnegie Hall.
TUESDAY, MARCH 5
4:00 p.m.—Poetry Hour, Student Representatives to the Maine
Speech Festival—Main Lounge, Memorial Union.
LDNESDAY, MARC ii 6
4:00 p.m.—Film. .4 irprld Is Born—Bangor Room. Mcmorial
Union.
THURSDAY, MARCH 7
8:00 p.m.—University Concert Series, New England Woodwind
Quintet—Women's Gymnasium. (Admission by ticket
only. to be obtained at Music Department beginning
March 1.i
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University of Maine students involved in chain-letter schemes involving United States Savings Bonds
may be violating Postal lottery and
fraud laws, and therefore liable to
prosecution.
The Federal Reserve Bank of
Ito-ion has warned Unieersity officials that "savings bonds purchased in connection uith such
schemes is deemed. under postal
Imes, to represent a share, or interest in or dependent upon the
esent of the lottery. nnd are.therefore, non-mailable. In a letter to
Dean Steuart's office. George Ellis
—a graduate of the Unieersity of
Maine, and now President of the
First District bank—hastened to
add that "eeen tl
gli the lists of
participants are not circulated in
the mails, this does not alter the
illegality of the operation
The possible existence of such a
scheme at the University became apparent when the Merrill Trust Company in Orono reported selling forty
more Series 'E' Bonds over the average in two days. This in itself is surprising, but the fact that such bonds
are usually purchased by one member of a family for another member
of the same family, anti that the sale
of so many bonds over the two-day
average did not conform to this
generality caused bank officials to
become suspicious. A subsequent
investigation by bank officials in conjunction with University officials
proved that many of those who
purchased bonds during those two
days were University of Maine students.
Students uho made such purelia•e-. houeser. are not ant
au Its subject tee proseene
Fed.
••ral Risers I' officials has I.
pre ssed the desire to apprehend
otsb the ;it"; 'tors of such schemes
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Sue Oakes Named
New Campus Editor
The Student-Faculty Publications
Committee last Thursday afternoon
elected Susan Oakes Editor of the
Maine Campus for the 19(13-64
school year. At the same meeting
Avard Walker was elected Business
Manager of the Campus. The two
will assume their duties on ANA 1,
Miss Oakes is a Junior Jatirn.,1ism 01,1!or from Holden. Mass. Sit,
is a member of Mita Zeta Sorotth
tel has I,eLn an active nic..•O• r

of this year's Campus staff scrvaia
as Feature Editor. She has had experience both in High School and
with a Worcester. Mass, eompanv
publication.
Walker is Junior Bus•ncss maior
from Rockland. Maine. He has
served as Assistant Busine- \tanager of the Catnrio• this
Walk
cr is the president of Circle k
a member of
,
'" "jo.1
laternitv.
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Students Reque.st
Special Finantt
Crisis Assembly
BY DICK AMBROSE
Maine high school students
will otherwise be crowded out of the
ihance to attend college may still
get that chance because of the gentle
pressures of a group of unselfish
U-M students.
In reaction to the proposed cuts
of the University's budget, the
Student Committee fur the Defense of the Proposed University
Appropriation is continuing its
crusade to awaken Maine citi4ens
to the seriousness of the. University's financial crisis. Committee
members, in conjunction with several Campus leaders, are working
feverishly to assure the University's entire request. Lgaimet the
three inuch-publicix.cd alternatives.
I. the establishment of rat ca-ailment ceiling:
2. the raising of student tuition:
3. the curtailment of pres•znt services and the addition of no
new services.
The crusade started with the
Committee's appearance at the budget's public hearing in Auptr.ta. At
that hearing. Owen Wells, the cornmittee's chairman. reminded the
Legislative Commiltee dirt:
the
University is at the ressraaris of
a bright future and a disc.al decline.- It is against this dismal decline that the members are working.
.6.1 the request it the Committee. President Elliott L..Lgreed
t4s discuss the contres,
rseal biolgst
requests at a speciLA .436* MC as.
sembly at the Women's Gyntnasi111:T2 at 41:15 p.m.. M,.a iii t Dr.
Elliott's speech 'sill /nor ts.o ob.
iertis es: to gist. 1.-M stride-is,. the
background (NUM erning tLe U-Ws
finances and to tell them hat the
Unieers:ty is ill do if the i n::re request is granted. Members of the
Student Con:mime W ill also 'peak
to relate to the students their
stake in the contreseersy. :aid to
licit as much support from them
.4s passible. Letters is ill be •Willt to
ever' student on campus :mime:lime before the assembly to draw
maxinium attendance.
The Committee is al,o .ending
letters to every high school student
council in the State. The letter, will
(Continued on Pare Eleven)
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SOCIETY
Ity MARY JUDGE
Loeibrla Chi Alpha held a splash
party Saturday at the Bangor
YMCA. Murray R. Billington and
William D. Jones served as chaperons.

Cf.^.mmiffee Explores

Possible Revisions
In 1964-65 Calendar
A possible revision in the 1964-65
term is currently under discussion
by the University's Calendar Committee, according to Miss Edith Wilson, chairman.
The committee i. exploring the
possibility of terminating the fall
semester before Christmas "without
reducing the quality of education."
Miss Wilson said. She emphasized
the fact that this proposal has only
been discussed; no conclusions or
recommendations have been made.
and the subject is definitely open for
further thought and discussion.
If the 1964-65 calendar is revised, the fall semester will probably
begin around Labor Day. Final examinations will be administered before Christmas vacation. This revision' would eliminate the short
period of classes and final examinations following the vacation.

Ft bruar, 28, 1963

Nash, Slezak Highlight
1963 March Arts Festival

campus

Newly elected officers of Alpha
Chi Omega are: Helen Bloom,
President; Bonnie Goodrich, 1st
vice president; Patricia Elwell, 2nd
vice president; Carol Wallace, treasurer; Charlene Leonard, secretary;
Adrienne Christakos. rush chairman; and Ellie Murray. corresponding secretary.
Newly elected officers of Delta
Zeta are: Glenna Connors, President; Carole Smith. First Vice President; Linda Lovely, Second Vice
President; Donna Weaver, Treasurer;
Betty Jane Billings, Recording Secretary; Ellie Schutt, Corresponding
Secretary; and Mary Brooks, Senior
Panhel member.
Phi Ma's newly elected officers
are: Sandra Farrar, president; Nancy Bradstreet. vice president; Connie
Coyne, secretary; Sandy Cole. treasurer; Donna Rush, membership;
Joan Fairbank. pledge director; and
Sue O'Donnell, Senior Panhel.
PINNED: Jackie Towle to Bob Anderson. Delta Tau Delta; Carole
Cichon. Beaver College, to Bruce
Bayuk, Lambda Chi Alpha; Jane
Vail, Lesley College, to Tom Edge,
Lambda Chi Alpha: JoAnn St. Ours
to Bill Swetland. Lambda Chi Alpha; Marilyn Tindall, Rider College,
to Boyd Bergen, Lambda Chi Alpha;
Linda Barstow to John Fox, Phi Eta
Kappa.

,
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Visits by Ogden Nash and Walter
Slezak will highlight the 1963 March
Arts Festival. A concert by the
Habenicht Ensemble in the Memorial Union and a tea in Carnegie Hall
will officially kick off the festival
Sunday afternoon.
The Habenicht Ensemble is a 16piece string orchestra from Bangor.
The tea, sponsored by the Art
Department and Chi Omega sorority.
will also mark the opening of an
exhibit of oils and water colors by
Francis Hamabe of Blue Hill.
Ogden Nash, a prominent contemporary poet and humorist, is
scheduled to appear in the Memorial Gymnasium Monday, March
18, at 8 p.m., with The Portable
Nash.
Noted actor Walter Slezak, originally scheduled for Monday, March
25, has been rescheduled for Tuesday evening, March 12, because of
an acting commitment on the former
date. He will discuss Show Business
Is No Business.
George H. Crosby is chairman of
the March Arts Festival Committee.
Working with him are faculty members Herschel L. Bricker, Edgar A

Bangor-Brewer
Bowling Lanes
STUDENT'S
SPECIAL!
LIVABLE AGAIN
Operating under the assumption that "three pre-school age
children could not do more damage than forty fraternity brothers,"
the university decided to place a
faculty family in the SAE house.
Two reasons were cited by Bob
Chase. chairman of the committee
to pick such a family. "First we
wanted someone living there all
the time ...someone to watch
over the house and keep it in living condition. Also we felt it was
a good opportunity for some
crowded faculty family."
Assistant l'rofessor of Chemical Engineering, Edward Elton.,
his wife, Derna, and their three
children, Michael (5), Stephan
(4) and Derna Eileen (2) got
the nod. Former residents of
Bridgefield, New Jersey, and Appleton, Wisconsin (Elton went to
the Institute of paper Chemistry
there) they find the Greek domicile quite accommodating.
Quote Mrs. Elton: "It's so big
and roomy (19 rooms) I'm

1B !JOU
HOUSE OF HITS

afraid it's going to spoil us when
we move into our own house."
Mr. Elton's only complaint: "We
have a little trouble with the
heat now and then ... it seems
that about the only way we can
regulate it is by opening and closing the windows."

Just say you're from the U of M

250 incl. Shoes
MONDAY - FRIDAY
Dial 989-3798
Bar Harbor Rd., Brewer

Cyrus, John E. Hankins, Vincent A.
Hartgen, Howard A. Keyo, Arthur
W. Reardon, and William A. Sleeper; and student members Sally
Burns, Leroy Clark, Robert Miller,
and Beth Wiley.

CLASSIFIED
Use the Campus' weekly classified often. 750 for 25 words;
50 thereafter. Deadline Monday
noon for Thursday edition. No
charges, cash only. Use the campus mail, or put remittance and
classified in business manager's
mail box in Campus office.
Furnished Apt. 2 rooms and
bath, warm and clean. $15.00
per week plus utilities. Call 8273569 after 4 p.m. or weekends.
FOR SALE—Guitar Amplifier
Premier Twin 8. Built-in Vibration. DeArmand Electric pick-up
with built-in volume control.
Will fit any flat guitar. 3 Fernald Hall, Ext. 242.
Stuck on a Curve? Let "Conics
by Trig" help you. It solves all
conic curves and mates dissimilar cones the easy way.
Price $3.50 post-paid. Clifford
B. Smith Publisher, 55 Morning
St., Portland, Maine.
KEYED TO your textbooks—
Barnes & Noble College Outlines
are keyed to your textbooks.
Ideal study aids—your bookstore
now!
EXPERIMENT with SleepLearning! Fascinating, educational. Use your recorder, phonograph. Details, huge catalog free.
Research Association, Box 24CP, Olympia, Washington.
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Mennen Spray Deodorant 13 rugged. Hard worldng. Long lasting.
Delivers 3 time the anti-perspirant power of any other leading
men's deodorant. Tha:'s right. 3 times the anti-perspirant power.
Mennen Spray...in the handy squeeze bottle. What a brute!
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Kathryn Gould
A new flavor is about to be sions will be held each Friday
,a
added to the brew down at the 4:00 p.m., at the COFFEE HOUSE
COFFEE HOUSE. Beginning FriThis Friday and Saturday at 8:30
day, March 1, at 4:00 p.m. the
COFFEE HOUSE committee is in- p.m. at the COFFEE HOUSE, Edward Bell, instructor in French, is
itiating informal discussions with
directing a presentation of Samuel
heaps of questions, ideas, suggestions, and perhaps even some answ- Beckett's play "Krapp's Last Tape."
Jack Axelrod is starring in this oneers, tossed into the pot.
act play about a senile old man who
Some assistance will be coming relives one tragic year of his life
from invited professors of various on a tape recorder. On the tape he
departments to help weigh and hears the very tragic love affair that
he had when he was 39 years old.
measure any questions that might
So that is what is brewing at
arise. These faculty-student discus- the COFFEE HOUSE
this week.

Notification has been received by
the University of Maine's School of
Nursing that it has been accredited
under the law regulating the practice
of nursing after a survey visit, Miss
Jean MacLean, director, has announced.
Temporary accreditation had been
in effect from 1958 when the school
opened and with the graduation of
the first class in 1962 the school first
became eligible for full accreditation.
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School Of Nursing
Director Announces
Recent Accreditation

ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
For the week of Feb. 25, 1963

Tyler Dudley
Winter Carnival King

I. I'll tell von what you have
to look for in a job. You have
to look for fringe benefits.
That's the big thing today.
Yes—the big thing.

textbooks—
Te Outlines
textbooks
✓ bookstore

2. You have to consider Vour needs.
You're going to get married some
day, aren't you? Then von need
life and accident insurance.
Co on

on

The recipient of this award is
entitled to $2.00 Personal Cleaning Ser-ice Absolutely Free

Sho%n abme are I. to r., John Nichol
ing for the forthcoming Maine Masque s and Albert Duclo. rehearsproduc
the many features of the March .Arts Festiv tion, The Birds. one of
al on campus.
PEANUTS
Home cooked.
Complete market

HILLSON CLEANERS
18

Street

Orono 866-3647

GREG'S SUPERETTE
Outer Park St., Orono

t h Sleep, educationler, phono:atalog free
1, Box 24agton.

I NION WORLD DAY OF
l'RAYER
There will be a Union World Day
of Prayer Service held at the Orono
Methodist Church at 4 p.m.
on
March 1. The Rev. Margaret
Hendrickson will speak.

TAKE A UP F2tIM THE BROTHERS FOUR -AMERICA
'S CAMPUS FAMITES

,.;,•ing to have kids —so
you'll want maternity benefits.
I'd like lots of children.

Viceroy's
got

And whai about medical bills?
That's something every big
family has to think about. You
need a good major medical plan
that covers almost everything.

the taste
that right!

You're right —you're right!
4.

5. And you're not going to want to
work all your life, are you?
You're going to want to take it
easy— you know,travel around,
live it up. So you need a
retirement plan that guarantees
you plenty of dough.
1 can see it nosy.

6. That's why I say you have to
look at the fringe benefits when
you look for a job.
But don't you also have to
look for interesting work,
good income, the chance
for advancement?

-"&s.

sde

et-

7. You sure do. That's why I'm
going to work for Equitable. You
get all those job advantages —
and all the fringe benefits, too.
t,A COKE

I admire your thinking.

1-"'"

The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States ©1963
lhome Office: la Avenue of the America". New York 19, N.Y.
Make an appointment through your placement of% e, to see
Equitable's employment representative on
March 6
or write to
Mr.William E. Blevins, Employment Manager for further information.
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Smoke all 7 filter brands and you'll agree:
some taste too strong ... others taste
too
light. But Viceroy tastes the way
you'd
like a filter cigarette to taste!
t,
...)1963. Brown tia Williamson Tobacco Corpora
tion

ALSO IN
'SLIDE•TOP'

not too strong...
not too light...

Viceroy's got-the
taste that's right!

Listen to The Brothers Four • WNBC Radio •
Monday thru Friday • 10 A.
46

•
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Church World Service
klatches 11-1,1 Efforts
In Drive for Cloi;:in;

Legislature May Abolish Compulsory ROTC

By FRED SAMPSON
1 he University of Maine compulDuiang the month ot Novembet. sory ROTC program might well be
1962, the students of the University changed in the not-too-distant future.
of Maine tad citizens in the corn- The University Trustees have remunitias in th Bangor area joined quested Senator William Boardman
forces in a clothing drive aptly of Calais to sponsor a bill to the
State Legislature which would redubbed '''Iothes For Korea."
voke a state laa requiring that all
Under the inspiration of Allan
male
students receive basic military
Robertson. a U-M student. and
with t!:e aid of religious groups on instruction.
Tlit trustees are asking the legisand off campus some 3000 pounds
ot clothing for the floor victims lature for this change in order to
make the University's ROTC prosliippcsi through the Church World
ran more flcxiblc. There is presService to the then recently innudated area around Suncheon, Korea, ently a bill before the U. S. Congress which, if pa,ced, would make
the site of a violent storm.
ROTC a voluntary proposition for
Role.rton just recently received
any interested male students. The
word of what had actually happasage of this bill would conflict
as a result of the efforts of
with the State of Maine's present
the Maine students. The Mission
compulsory ROTC law.
in Suneheen received 3000 pounds
The Morrill Land-Grant Act of
of co:thing for the flood victims
1862 stated that institutions which
and in addition the Church World
received support as a result of its
Service matched this amount in an
passage should provide instruction
allocation to the Leper Colony.
in "military tactics," among other
In a recent letter Mission personthings. The Maine Legislature, in
nel ,..tpre.s.sed deep appreciation for
1865, passed a "Law Establishing
the kindness and generosity of the
a College of Agriculture and the
students at the University.
Mechanic Arts." Section 10 stated
Dr. Stanley Topple, the medical
that "military tactics shall be
director at the R. M. Wilson Leptaught during some suitable part
rosariun, reported that this winter
of each year, to all students; and
has been the worst one experienced
they shall be required to form and
by any of the mission personnel
maintain such habits of obedience
since they have been there. "It has
and subordination as may be usebeen so cold that the medicine is
ful to them if called into military
freezing on the shelves," Topple
service." (Note that the exact
said.
wording of the law required "all
Robertson expressed once again students" take ROTC... it aphis warm thanks to all who partici- pears that the girls have been getpated in the "Clothes For Korea" ting away with something....)
preject.
In recent years. the value of compulsory basic military training to the
objectives of the ROTC program has
PRISM EDITOR AND BUSINESS been seriously questioned. PropoMANAGER
nents of the compulsory program
Letters of application for the po- Jrgue th3t it provides a large group
sitions of editor and business manager of the Prism yearbook for the
Lowest prices, best service
1963-6t school year are being accepted by Professor Brooks HamilTHE CHALE'T
ton, 2 Fernald Hall. Applications
must be in no later than Thursday,
March 28.

from which to select advance course
students. It also gives military instructors a two year period in
which t jadgs and select candidates
for the advanced program.
Critics of the program state that
many potential Army officers are
lost when they develop a negative
toward the advanced program because of the compulsory feature. It
is further argued that the most satisfactory military officers wit! come
from among those who have voluntarily chosen the ROTC program.
There is also considerable waste involved ia training large numbers of
freshmen and sophomores who drop
out of the program after the first
two years.
Increasing student enrollment will
soon pose tremendous administrative problems for Land-Grant Institutions and the Army if this compulsory program is continued.
The Army has considered the
problem carefully and, as a result,
has submitted to the Department

of Defense a recommendation for
the adoption of a new two-year,
senior division ROTC program.
Leading features of the proposed
program would be: (I) on-cantpus instruction during the junior
and senior year* only; (2) two
summer camps, one of four
weeks' duration between the sophomore and junior years and one
of e:ght we elsr'duration bets,cen
the junior and senior years; (3)
increased on-campus allowance to

cadets; (4) an increase in camp
pay.
The six weeks added to the present summer camp program would
replace the two years of basic
ROTC. A modification of this plan
would be to have one summer camp
prior to graduation, and one immediately following graduation.
STUDENT ART EXHIBIT
The Student Art Exhibit will open
March 10 with a tea held at 2 p.m.
in the Union.

TWIST
every Thursday, Friday, and Saturday rate 8.12
The Canteen
359 Main St
Bangor
Music by Lee Grover & 116 Downbeats
Jam session every Saturday 2:30 to 5:30

;
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Try that crazy kid stuff—
A man sized steak at

right next door to campu.;

The FORD ROOM
MEMORIAL UNION

Expert Tune-up Service

on College Ave.

Tel. 866-2538
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"What responsibilities will you start with at W. E.?"

NotNing rasher for your hair than grease. Let Vitaiis
with V-7 keep your hair neat all day without r. t.'.
Natvallv. V-/ is the greaselr.sss grooming discovery. Vitali'. With
o7,:.1u.ff, prevents dryness, keeps your
today You'll like it!
•'ae Tr i

Exciting ones. With plenty of room for your professional development. Western Electric's business depends on new ideas. And new engineers
take responsible, immediate part in projects
that implement the entire art of telephony —
including e!ectronic telephone offices, computer-ce;ltrolled production techniques and
micronabt transmission. On many of these exciting advances in communications, Western's
engineers work close;y with engineers from our
research team-mite, Bell Telephone Laboratories. ror Wcstern Electric to maintain the Bell
System's uitra-hilh qua'ity standards, extraordinary manufa..: - 7„ process and testing
/t2C,"/-10

techniques are required. Opportunities for fastmoving careers exist now for electrical, mechanical and industrial engineers, and also for
physical science, liberal arts and business
majors.
For more detailed information, get your copy of
the Western Electric career opportunities booklet from your Placement Officer. Or write College Relations Coordiroior. Western Electric
Company, Room 6306, 22.2 Brcadway. New
York 38, New York. And be sure to arrange for
a personal interview when the Cell System recruiting team comes to vi.sit your campus this
year—or during yo:ir senior year.
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the COFFEE HOUSE
coffee, conversation, and
paperbacks
Coming Events
FRIDAY and SATURDAY,
March 1 and 2, at 8:30 p.m.
A reading of Samuel Beckett's
play, KRAPP'S LAST TAPE
under the direction of Edward
Bell.
BOTH NIGHTS!!!!

'Series E Bond Lottery Illegal'
(Continued from Page One)
1,.r possible charges of fraud. The
fraud aspect enters into these
--hemes because representations
are made that the participants
will eventually reap substantial
rewards. In the usual ease, however, the chain of gullible persons
soon ,anishes, and there is no
way to determine whether a new
participant can reach enough interested persons to move his name
to the top of the list.
A Federal Reserve Representative

recommended that the Orono bank
terminate for the time being the sale
of Series 'E' bonds and that the
bank make arrangements to buy
back bonds purchased in connection
with the chain-letter scheme. Merrill
Trust officials have not yet decided
if this is the course of action that
the bank will follow, however.
Students who have purchased
Bonds for the purpose of continuing the chain are advised to contact
the Bank where the bonds were purchased.
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Pulp And Paper Facilities
Gain Computer Center
A computer center for the pulp national Busines
s Machine,: Corporand paper industry is being establish- ation, Beloit
Corporation, and the
ed at the University, according to Black-Clawson
Company. IBM has
President Elliott.
also agreed to support a professorSpeaking at the University's an- ship, Elliott said.
The unfinished 3,000 square feet
nual pulp and paper alumni luncheon in the Hotel Biltmore, Dr. of floor space on the fourth floor
Elliott said that gifts from private of Aubert Hall above the pulp and
industry make this venture possible. paper facilities is the proposed area
Companies which already have to accommodate digital and analog
pledged their support are the Inter- computer equipment and personnel
for instruction relating to the application of computers to pulp and
paper processes, Elliott said.
The committee appointed to assist in establishing the center includes Thomas H. Curry, dean of
the College of Technology, chairman; Professor Lyle C. Jenness,
head of the department of chemical
engineering; Frederic A. Soderberg,
president of the U-M Pulp and
Paper Foundation; William H. Morrow, Jr., of IBM's New York office; and Robert Hart of the Beloit
Corporation.

AT PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT...

YOUR IEVEZ:3 env BE ON THE STATTS

BUT YOUR FEET MUST BE Cril THE GROUND
The glamour and excitement of space age programs often obscur
e a fundamental fact. It is simply
that farsightedness must be coupled with sauad. practical. down-t
o-earth engineering if goals are
to be attained. This is the philosophy upon which Pratt & ‘Nhitney
Aircraft's position as a world
leader in flight propulsion sstems has been built.
Almost four decades of solid engineerint.7 achievement at Pratt & Whitn
ey Aircraft cn be credited
to manaecmcnt's conviction that basic and applied research is essenti
al to healthy progresF. In
addition to concentrated research and devclopment efforts on advan
ced gas turbina and racket
engines. new and exciting effects arc beint, explcred in es cry ileid of aerosp
ace, marine and industrial
power application.
The cfadleage of the future is indicatLd h etirr( at pro!,taas. l'r,sentl Pratt
& Whittic Aircraft
is exploring the areas of technical knowhal;aaidetaloi!ydrodyaaniics . aulmionic oho' iher,noelectric conyursions ... hypersonic propubloil
(1.,11. and cur /car power.
If oU Ea‘c interests in common with us. it'
look to the future hut desire to take a down-to-earth
approach to get there, investigate career opportunities at l'ratt & Whitney Aircra
ft.
To help move tomorrow closer to today, we cont ad' seek ei
,
Tititious young engir;eers
icientists. Your debe a B.S.. M.S. or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL • AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL

gree? It can

• CHEMICAL and
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY • METALLURGY • CERAMICS •
MATHEMATICS • ENGINEERING SCIENCE or APPLIED MECHANICS. The held still broadens. The challen
ge grows greate.

recognition and advancement may be here for you.

-. P••(. a future of

aa)41.4.
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For further information regarding an engineering career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft.
consult your college placement officer or write to Mr. William L. Stoner.
Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Harttord 8, Conaecacut
.
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Pratt &Whitney Aircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM
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BEACH, FLORIDA
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SPECIALISTS HI rt".WF_•!... POWER FOR ranPut.sieN- POWER
FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS.
4.',PHENT UTILIZATIONS INC!..'1)F. AIRM r, ftli,ILES. SPACE
VEHIC‘LS, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL
APPLICATIONS

E. C.Sherry. Manager
Class of '38
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Students Must Act Now
Dr. Lloyd H. Elliott, President of the University of Maine, will address the student body
at a special assembly on Monday, March 4, at
8:15 p.m. in The Women's Gymnasium.
The President will address the students at
the request of a student ad hoc committee led
by Bill Anderson and Owen Wells. Working in
conjunction with several campus leaders after
first representing the students at the budget
hearing in Augusta on January 30, Anderson
and Wells have attempted to organiw- a responsible protest to the proposed budget of Governor John H. Reed which calls for considerably less money than the University has requested.
In an attempt to avoid demonstrations
which might bring discredit to the University
and which might be interpreted as U-M Administration backed, the members of the ad hoc
committee have embarked on a quite different
course.
Stuie.nts and parents are being contacted
by letter and the problem is being referred to
the students and parents for action. This action
is intended to come in the form of letters supporting the University's budget to Legislators
from students and parents.

Many, if not all, of the students and faculty
here at Maine should be aware of the problems
faced by the University administration in their
attempt to maintain minimum standards and
where possible improve the standing of the
University. The Campus urges the student
body to attend the president's address. The
problems faced are problems which are common to both the student body and the administration. The solutions to these problems should
come as a joint endeavor whenever and whereever possible.
The cause of needed funds for education
will not pass away with graduation from college. Each of us will deal with it again and
again after we leave the university. Education
is a necessary ingredient of our very existence.
We must be willing to support programs which
will improve education both in quanity and
quality. If there has ever been a cause to fire
up students, if that is what we really are, the
significance of the present crisis dwarfts it. Our
participation in the fight for more and better
education cannot wait until we become parents,
businessmen and women, and first class citizens. It must begin now.

Legislators: Please Note 1
An open letter to the Members of the 101st
Maine State Legislature:
Gentlemen:
At one time or another throughout the
school year the members of the staff of the
Maine Campus feel it their duty to take
issue with the Legislature, either on some
matter which has been before the Legislature or on some matter which is scheduled to come before the Legislature in the
near future.
Each time the Campus presents its views
several members of the Legislature accuse
the Administration of the University of
backing, suggesting, implying, or merely
telling the students here what to do and
what to think.
I would like to take this opportunity
clarify this issue. The members of the
Maine 101st Legislature, being a predominately conservative group, should, by virtue of their belief, value to the highest degree the freedoms upon which our country
was founded. We of the Maine Campus also
value these freedoms. We are free to choose
our beliefs—free without faculty, administration, or other intervention. Furthermore, we resent any implication on the

part of anyone which even suggests that we
have been "oriented" in our beliefs and
opinions.
Quite often when the question arises as
to where student opinions are derived, the
answer implies faculty and administration
intervention either subtly or by force.
As Editor of the Maine Campus I can
assure you all that this paper is not read
and criticized by any Faculty or Administration member until AFTER it has been published. We do as students often consult
both the Faculty and Administration prior
to publication when we feel it is in the best
interest of the paper to do so.
We value the opportunity to he availed
of the opinions and teachings that the
Faculty and Administration here at the
University can offer us just as highly as we
value the right to express our opinions
once we have determined our views on any
given question.
I would like to believe that this letter
will encourage those who either commend
or criticize us to do so on the above
grounds.

Stal
A Letter To Joke

It Shore Has Changed
From Rube
Dear Uncle Jake,
Ya know, you was tellin me bout
how things was up here to Maine
in your college days? Well it sure
has changed mightily. I'll bet a full
geared John Deere to a manure
spreader that you wouldn't recognize a thing round here.
Since you been here they's gone
and built this big thing next to thet
liberry place, they calls it the Union.
I sure am glad they didn't call it
the Confederacy, old Grandpaw Jed
would sure squirm round in his
grave. Now out behind thet Union
place is the biggest hole you ever
seed. I was talkin to one of them
upperclassmen fellers and he said
it was gonna be a big auditorium.
Thet thar is a place where about
600 folks is gonna get together an
talk bout buildin another auditorium big nuff to hold everybody.
Thet feller I was talkin at, he said
they was throwin a lot of money in
thet hole but I checked around
and I didn't see none. I guess
monies kinda too hard to get nowadays for folks to be a throwin it
in holes.
Things got tite up round here
right after someone beaned the Governer at Home-comin. I didn't even
know he was from here to be commn
home. I saw which feller started
chuckin them apples but I was too
cramped, what with all them bottles
I was carryin, to git in a good shot.
I expect thct Governer Read feller
is holdin out on us cause of them
apples. Ya know, he wants to keep
the spendin down up here. He don't
want us fritterin away all thet state
money. Well he ain't got a worry
cause as near as I kin tell us students fellers is apayin nuff for everythin. Feller was tellin me the other

Jeff Ackor
Editor-in-chief

STUDENTS!
DON'T MISS THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS MONDAY
MARCH 4 - 8:15 p.m. IN THE WOMENS' GYM

The

day thet Maine is only three down
the list from bein the most spensive state college around. Well I
sure am glad we is so near the top.
I searched around and found one
of them Glorious Old Party boys
and he told me thet the Governer
needs to use thet money for keepin
our roads in such good shape and
maybe build a liquor store or two.
I didn't even know he drank. But
you know them political fellers got
to stay sociable with folks.
I hear tell some folks sent out an
invite to the Governer to come
acallin on us folks. And if he does
it's gonna be a day for Sunday-goto-meetin clothes, Only I'm gonna
wear my hog slawterin duds, cause
I saw some fellers asavin up eggs
and such and maybe they don't
know how the Governer is saviu
the roads.
My roommate was atellin me the(
the Governer is Conservative and ab
near as he kin tell, bout everybody
in Maine is thet way. I asked hins
what thet was and he said thee*
when folks likes things just the way
they is. Well I sure do agree witb
the Governer thet we ought to gs
along just like we been doin. nets
fast enough, right Jake?
Well I got to get agoin seem n as
I got to get studied up for a Germ.
any language test Monday mornin.
I can't understand why they always
give them exams on Monday. I'll bt
lettin you know what else I learned
next letter Jake. Till then you just
keep apushin them legislature bills
like ya been doin and say Howdy
to thet Governer feller ifn he's
back from Floride yet. My best to
all them boys down in the windy'
city of Augusta.
Your lovin nephew.
Rube
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Well Done
To The Editor:
The General Student Senate
wishes to congratulate you and your
entire staff on the fine work exhibited two weeks ago with the printing
of two issues of the Maine Campus.
We realize that it was no small task
which you undertook, and did such
a commendable job on.
The early edition carried a large
amount of publicity for our annual
Winter Carnival Weekend, and for
that we want to express our sincere
appreciation. It was certainly beneficial in making the weekend the
success that it was.
We, the General Student Senate,
thank you for your sincere and dedicated effort in the fields of journalism and support of campus activities.

Sincerely,
Norman L. French
Student Senate
President

Also this time is very important Therefore
to the freshmen who were home- tion can no amount of rationalizasick at the beginning of the year. ing the make the rule against lendThis long vacation gives these fresh- sure is tickets seem right and cenmen a chance to renew their spirits penal definitely much too strict a
ty for it. In Mr. Thurlow's
before finals.
case it was doubly so since it deFinally, how confident can any- prives
one be in an idea if he is afraid despe him of financial aid which he
rately needs to stay at the Unito sign his own name to it? I hope
versity. I feel that the committee
that the writer will soon recover
should reconsider its action against
from the effects of stagnation.
Mr. Thurlow.
Joseph Stackpole
Allan M. Shaw
•

•

Reconsideration

That's Funny?

To The Editor,
TO THE EDITOR:
Several students were disturbed
Recently a student, William Thurlow, was placed on censure by the at the poor display of respect for
committee on discipline for using students during the Ed B2 final exanother person's meal ticket in the amination. We feel that in future
Commons. Since I know Mr. Thur- exams, the team instructors should
low, I feel that it is necessary for make a sincere attempt to refrain
from loud talking and laughing
me to write in his behalf.
while students are trying to concenNow the meat tickets are paid
trate. The lack of consideration was
for by the individuals who buy
surprising and in complete contrathem; and it seems obvious to me
diction with the objective; of the
that if a person sees fit to lend his
course.
ticket to someone, it can do the
Names withheld upon request
University no harm what so ever.
(for obvious reasons)
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To The Editor:
Being interested in what is happening on our campus and in the
opinions of other students, I always
read the Campus quite carefully,
especially the editorial section and
the letters to the editor. However.
one letter in the special edition of
the Campus really disturbed me.
"Name withheld upon request" said
that he thought our Christmas vacation was too long and that "our
best minds stagnate."
Maybe many of "our best minds"
do stagnate—since the writer probably didn't include me, I wouldn't
know—but many others are using
their minds to earn money so that
they can come back and keep their
minds from stagnating next semester.
Moreover, if our "best minds" are
afraid of stagnating, they can always start studying for finals instead of "getting drunk"—is this

..Jeff Arkor
Wayne Doyon
...John Day

cassour

THE CURSE OF THE CAMPUS: NO. 2
As wzt- pointed out last week, one would think
that with all
the progress we have made in the education game
, something
!night have been done by now about roommate
s.
But
no. The
roommate picture has not brightened one bit
Coodpimple founded the first American college. since Ethan
(Contrary to popular belief, Harvard was not the
first. Mr.
Goodpimple started his institution sonic 75 years
quite an institution it was, let me tell you! Mr. earlier. And
built schools of liberal arts, fine arts, dentistry, Goodpimple
He built a lacrosse stadium that seated 102,0 and tanning.
00.
on campus was emblazoned the stirring Latin Everywhere
motto CA VE
MUSSI—"Watch out for moose." The student union
contained
a bowling alley, a clock, and a 16-chair barbe
r shop.

Eligibility check lists for student organizati
on officers should
be submitted to Miss Reid in the Regis
trar's Office NO
LATER THAN MARCH 15.
4 /
•t% a:4?a

what the writer did?

The one-and-only Old Spice exhilarates.
..gives yod that great-to•bealive feeling...refreshes after every shave..

.adds to your assuiance...
and wins feminine approval every time. Old Spice
After Shave Lotion,
1.25 and 2.00 plus tax.

71
1
'D C87114.
4•

tric cAtq‘
1 G

(It was this last feature—the barber shop
—that, alas,
brouffht Air. Co.:(!rir.p1;.',ei,lia2e
eftl. The stu,ient
body. beirg
. was eor!:
cli1ei:y of Pew ,
.:;
; a
barl.er shop. 11:1,:tl,eir
for 4aving.
y • ..•1:.t
,•
naioe,
grey: so de! ;••
-••7 •
•
that
0:,‘• \ 1,1- lit:71.; ..;1••
,i)rator, he ran
and shook ti,,,
ri.; it trim;bled to dust.
later Lee:,nT
n as Picketfs(
But I digre,,s. We were discus=ing wz,y- for you
r(N),,ii,, te to stop hatim: eaeli other. This admit and your
cult but not Unix,. silk if you wi1I ip;th bend a lit. tAlly diffiI remember, for example, my own college days g1ve a little.
Aly roommate was. I ti ink you will allow. evil (14erlitz, '08).
than most. He utis a Tibetan named IiingAing less agreea!Ae
whose n :rive
custoins, while indi-putably colorful, W.4 re not
entir
ely enil,nring. Mark you, I didn't mind so much the
gong he struA on
the liour or the string of firecrackers he'
40 off on the half-hour.
I diiin't even mind his singeing ch:cken feathers every
daybreak. What I did mind was that he singed them dusk and
To be fair, he was not totally taken with some of in my hat.
my habits
eitlwr— especially my hobby of collecting water. I had
no jars
at the time and just had to stack the water any-old
-where.
Well sir, things grew steadily cooler between
Ringading and
me, and they might have g(Aten actually ugly had
we not each
happened to receive a package from home one
day. Ringading
opened his package, paused, smiled shyly at me, and
offered
me a gift.
"Thank you," I said. "What is it?"
"Yak butter," he said. "You put it in your hair.
In Tibetan
we call it grec see kidstujr."
"Well now,that's mighty friendly," I said and
gift from my package. "Now you must have one offered him a
'Thank you," he said. "What is this called?" of mine."
"Marlboro Cigarettes," I said and held a matc
He puffed."Wow!" he said."Thissure beats chickh for him.
"Or anything else you could name," I said, lighten feathers!"
ing my own
Marlb
Ai oro.
And
we sat together and enjoyed
Marlboro tobacco, that pure white Marl that fine flavorful
boro filter, a glow of
good fellowship came over us—a serene convi
quarrels exist between men that will not yield ction that no
to the warmth of
honest good will. I am proud to say that Ringa
main friends to this day,and we exchange cards ding and I reeach Christmas
and each Fourth of July, firecrackers.
© WM Mai Shaltaaa

The one lotion that's cool, exciting
—brisk as an ocean breeze!

—
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14411. Gillis", etc.)
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Complete Office and School Supplies
Newly Relocated In Our New Store At
14 State St., Bangor
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the shave lotion men recommend to other
men!
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pack or Hip top box.
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FALCON IS"NEW KING OF THE MOUNTAINS"
IN TOUGHEST 2,500•MILE MONTE CARLO RALLYE
Special edition Falcon V-8 "Sprint"
defeats the world's best in final
490-mile test section on icy
Alpine cliff roads... then
outperforms every sedan on
famous Monaco circuit!

SIL
DOLLA

CON7

SENSA1
FIARGA

THROE)

THE S1

AS PHI

DRAST1

Cl

Falcon picked the world's roughest winter ordeal
to reveal an astonishing new brand of total performance. Four days and three nights through an
inferno of ice, snow, freezing fog, endless curves
—2,500 miles against an implacable time schedule,
designed to try a car's reliability, road-holding
and performance to the ultimate. Experts said a
tirst-time car couldn't hope to finish—and two
thirds of the 2% competitors did drop out. But
Falcon n2t only placed first and second in its
class, it defeated every car, regardless oi class, on
the brutal Chambe.r,-Monie Cato final !eg, st:t
best time among all finihers in all of the slx
special test sections— and s!lowcc; its
to
every sedan in the dramatic three-lap elimination
on Monaco's famous round-the-houses cochse.
You couldn't get better proof of total pe:fori-nance
anywhere!

Old 1

*You can read the dramziic report of the wor!c!'s
most rugged winter Kallye in Sport's 11!ostr.let:'s
February 4 issue. And you can get the loll story of
this and Fore's other total performance accomplishments from your Ford Dealer.
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DEEP SNOW on a& Co! de Torini !;peci,-i1 section
even stow ti-,e -Sprint.- And sure-footed Falcon iso
arruzed the Raflye expert b its traciion on glare ice.

e

THE AI's
...;
NLACETS" is French for zigzag,
il•(• ••.
It means "bootlaces", hut to Rallye drivers
it means an ultimate test of steering,
stability, brakes and, aboxe all, durability.

STORMING ALONG IN THE FRENCH DUSK, a Falcon
plunges into the third night behind the special lights that
let a Rallye driver see around curves, spot patches of ice,

penetrate fog.

America's liveliest,
most carefree cars!

cAas

BEST OF ALL "TOURING" CATEGORY
in the three-lap
Monaco circuit was the falcon piloted by SW0diSil ice expert Bo
Ljungfek!t. It was surpassed by coy thr,-e
al' of tlynn twoseater sports cars 11 the Grand Towing calc,goil.

R

FOR 60 YEARS THE mem. OF
DEPENDABLE PRODUCTS
r (AIX/
MOTOR COMPANY

FALCON • FAiPLANE • FORD • THUNDEAOIRD

IF IT'S FORD-BUILT, IT'S BUILT FOR PERFORMANCE...TOTAL
PERFORMANCE!
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•

THROUGHOUT
THE STORE

Newman Club Sponsors Regional
Convention At U-M This Weekend

Union News

The Regional Newman Club Convention will be held March 1 and
2 at the University. Sponsored by
Maine's Newman Club, the theme
of the convention is "New Frontiers
in Newmanism."
Registration will take place in the
Memorial Union from 4:30 to 7:00
tomorrow. Father Francis LeTour

neau, chaplain at U-M, will give the
opening address at 7:30. A dance
will follow.
A general business meeting at
Newman Hall will open the Saturday session at 9 a.m. A film on the
current Ecumenical Council will be
shown. Following 12:00 Mass, a
banquet featuring a guest speaker
will be held in Stodder Hall.

APPLIANCES

TIIIBODEAU'S
Barber Shop

AS PRICES ARE

LINOLEU MS * * RUGS
BEDS CHESTS DESKS

DRASTICALLY
CUT

Expert Barbering

AT REASONABLE PRICES
OLD TOWN

We Specialize
in Flat Tops

ECONOMY FURNITURE
Railroad Station, Old Town
Tel. 827-2484

Old Town

March 1 Weekend Movie, "Battle
Hymn," 7 and 9 p.m., Bangor
Room
March 2 Weekend Movie, "Battle
Hymn," 7 and 9 p.m., Bangor
Room
Den Dance, The Cumberlands,
8 p.m.
March 4 Fly-tying Class, 7 p.m..
Union
March 5 Poetry Hour, Student
Representatives to the Maine
Speech Festival, 4 p.m., Main
Lounge
March 6 Fine Arts Film,"A World
is Born," 4 p.m., Bangor Room
March 7 Bridge Workshop, 7 p.m.,
Union
Don't feed the animals.
Just yourself at

Closed on Thursday

The FORD ROOM
MEMORIAL UNION

35 No. Main St., Old Town

50 CASH AWARDS A MONTH. ENTER NOW. HERE.
'S HOW:

First, think of an answer. Any answer.
Then come up with
a nutty, surprising question for it,
and you've done a
"Crazy Question." It's the easy new
way for students to
make loot. Study the examples belo
w; then do your own.
Send them, with your name, address,
college and class,
to GET LUCKY, Box 64F, Mt. Vernon
10, N. Y. Winning
entries will be awarded $25.00. Winn
ing entrie3 submitted on the inside of a Lucky Strike
wrapper wilt get a
$25.00 bonus. Enter as often as you like.
Start right now!
THE ANSWER:

RULES: The Reuben H. Donnelley Corp. will jt.i.jrz
entries on tne basis of
up to V3). Clarity and fresh
20
sod appropriateness (up
to l,")). and their decisions wit! ne ness WI)
Dupl;cal:e prizes wal be awarded
in the event of ties. Entries 'rust
be tne original works of the entra
nts and
must be submitted in the entrant's own nvre. Tnere
wi:1 be 50 awards
every month. October through April.
s received during each month
will be considered for that month's Enfr.e
s. Any entry received after April
30, 1963. will not be eligib!e, and all award
e :he property of The American
Tobacco Ccmpany. Any college studebecom
nt may elie. ti s contest. except employees of The American Tobacco Compa
it's ad.ertising agencies and
Reuben H. Donnelley. and relatives of theny.
said employees. Winners will be
notified by mail. Contest subject to all federo
l. 5t:te, and local regulations.
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Says
"The Early Bird
Catches A Good Seat
for
The Birds"
Tickets on sale for the Maine
Masque Theatre production
The Birds—Beginning Monday, March 5, 1963310 Stevens Hall.
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The Wise Old Owl
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Sigma Mu Sigma, honorary psychology society. initiated 54 students
at a meeting February 21 at which
the students also discussed tentative
plans for a volunteer program at
the Bangor State Hospital.
Conducting the initiation were
Victor Fon2emie, Barbara Clarke,
Linda Kierstead, Philip Pierce, Gina
Barnes. Andrew Harvey, Susan
Hurd, John Quinsey, and Donald
Delong.
The initiates were Aileen Bamford, I.inda Beam, Amo Bishop,
Helen Bloom, Nancy Bradstreet,
Mary Brooks. Sandra Cole, Elizabeth Cote. Phyllis Cotter, Duane
Cropley, Catherine Crowley, Charles
Drew, Jr., Nancy Durette.
Also, Renate Fink. Alan Flaschner, Jewell Flint, Susan Fortune,
Margaret Galloupe, Michael Graham, Elaine Granata, Linda Greenhalgh. Deborah Hanna, Diane Hayden, Barbara Hinkson, Linda Holden, Laura Hubbard, Nancy Hudson.
Also, Sandra Hunter, Ulrich Kalkofen, Barbara Lawrence, Patricia
MacFawn. Judith McNutt, Priscilla
Maden, Bonnie Masterman, Patricia
Morse, George Morton, Cynthia
Mortus, Mary Newell, Mabel Nickerson, Jill Olsen, Judy Payson,
Joann Peakes, Monique Plante.
Also, Peter Pullen, Corinne Simmons, Linda Singer, Dennis Smith,
Myrna Stanley, John Sutherland,
Ann True Therrien, Adriann Tucker,
Pauline Turcotte, Carol Ann Wallace, Franklin Ward, Sonja Weeks,
David Wiggin, Barbara Wilmarth
,
and Gertrude Wyman.
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Psychology Society
Taps New Members;
Plans Volunteer Work

THE QUESTION IS: WHAT IS THE SLO
GAN OF THE MOST POPULAR REGULA
RS
SIZE CIGARETTE AMONG COLLEGE
STUDENTS? If you missed that one,
go to
the rear of the class. Everyone should
know that fine-tobacco taste is the best
reason to start with Luckies, and that
taste is the big reason Lucky smok
ers
Stay Lucky smokers. Prove it to
yourself. Get Lucky today.
,
Product of cifiG
‘ itirnctiean J facec.-e
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wo is our middle name

DRYCLEANING-8 lbs.for
only $1.50
250 for each additional
pound
WASHING—Small Washer
12 lbs., 25*
Double Washer 20 lbs., 350
DRYING-10 minutes for
only 100
Convenience—Leave your washing and our attendant will
wash, dry, and fold them for
you to pick up later.
Only 25# is charged for this
service. Show your U of M
I.D. card to get this service
FREE
HOURS
Weekdays
Weekdays 7:30 A.M. to 11:0
0
P.M.
Sundays 9:00 A.M. to 11:00
P.M.
So. Main St., Old Town
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Sororities Present Pledges
At Annual Formal Dances
Feature—Mary Judge
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1Ipha( hi Omega pledges sit for their portrait during intermission. Alpha
Chi's dance,

in honor of its pledges, was held at Alpha Gamma Rho.

Seven fraternities opened their
doors to the sororities last Friday
at the annual Pledge Formals. Alpha
Gamma Rho was the scene of Alpha
Chi Omega's formal, which featured

President of Delta Delta
Delta, Judy London, dances
Iv WI her escort at the Delta Tau Delta house. Judy is
Tri Delta's outgoing president.

Les Nadeau and his band. Fish nets,
paper fish, and blue streamers displayed the "Treasures of the Sea"
theme, and Alpha Chi brandy snifters were the party favors.
The Alpha Omicron Pi's turned
Sigma Chi into a "Primrose Lane"
with a wishing fountain, rose trellises, and red and pink streamers.
The AOPi's gave playing cards for
party favors and were entertained
by Bob Cormier's band.
Chi Omega Sorority transformed
Kappa Sigma into an oriental setting
in keeping with its "Chi 0 Minga"
rush theme. Copper Chi 0 mugs
were given as party favors. Frank St.
John provided the music.
John Melfy's orchestra played for
the Delta Delta Delta's. Their theme.
"Wonderland by Deft," was the
backdrop at the Delta Tau Delta
house
Ann Lothrop
was crowned
Dream-Girl of Delta Zeta at DZ's
"Over the Rainbow" formal held at
Theta Chi. DZ brandy snifters were
given as party favors. Delta Zeta
honored twenty-two pledges. John
Nichols provided the evenings entertainment,
Phi Mu went nautical, presenting the S. S. Phi Mu" at their
pledge formal at Phi Mu Delta. Jan
Blake was crowned pledge sweetheart. after Phi Mu presented
eighteen pledges. Music was provided by Nat Diamond. Phi Mu
paddles served as party favors.
Pi Beta Phi held their "Wonder-

land by Night" at Phi Gamma Delta
where they gave their dates ashtrays
displaying the Pi Phi crest. The Pi
Phi's honored fifteen pledges. Sammy Saliba provided the music

14.

1

Ann Lothrop, past pledge
trainer for Delta Zeta, is
crowned DZ's Dream Girl.
Ann received a crown and
a dozen red roses.

Alpha Omicron Pi pledges wait at door in the Sigma Chi
house before being formally presented to the sorority.

.
I
Chi Omega held its formal at Kappa Sigma. During intermission several of the Chi O's took turns serving refreshments to other members and their escorts.
r

Yc
The. l'hi Mu's and their escorts spend time
exchanging
introduction% and dancing. Phi Mu held
its dance at its
brother fraternity. Phi Mu Delta.

Pi Beta Phi spends its evening at Phi Gamma Delta.
Along with
presented and honored their pledges in a special the others, the Pi Phi's
ceremony.
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EPISCOPAL CHURCH
AT THE

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
Chapel of St. Thomas of Canterbury
(Corner of Chapel Road and College Ave.)
Lenten Schedule
Sundays
7:45 A.M. Holy Communion
10:45 A.M. Holy Communion
Mon.. Tues., Wed., Thurs.
5:00 P.M. Holy Communion
Fri. 6:45 A.M. Holy Communion
Sat. 8:30 A.M. Holy Communion
4:15 P.M. Confessions

ORONOKA RESTAURANT
SMORGASBORD 5:30-9:00
WEDNESDAY
PRIVATE PARTIES AND
BANQUETS
DANCE TO
NORM LAMBERT
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT.
"FINE FOOD YOU'LL
REMEMBER"
Tel. 866-2169

RESIDENT COUNSELOR
APPLICATIONS
Dean Stewart announced that
resident counselor applications
are now available in 207 Library- (Dean of Men's Office).
Dormitory students may pick
up forms from their head
counselors.
All interested are encouraged to apply within the next
two weeks, as counselor interviews will begin about the first
of Merch.
Previous applicants are reminded that they must reap.
ply.
If you have any questions
about the position. please feel
free to speak with your counselor or head counselr, or
conic to the Dean of Men's Office.

P**gle Sat-416u ca"pa a al PARK'S"
KEYS MADE
While you wait

ATTEND THE MARCH
ARTS FESTIVAL

Get an EXTRA
one today

If you "live to eat"
start eating at

Mill Street

Orono, Main

The FORD ROOM
MEMORIAL UNION

I'age Eleven

Work Resumes After
Strike At New
Men's Dormitory
I he strike that terminated work
on the new men's dormitory, M-3,
was called off Monday morning after
two weeks of picketing.
About fifty men connected with
the Jefferson Construction Company
of Boston went back to work on
orders from the President of a local
hosters union after their demands
were not met.
The dispute started over the operation of two cranes used in the construction of the building by men
who are not members of the local
union. The picketers walked off
their jobs when their demands to
replace the men with union members were neglected.
One worker not affected by the
walk-off explained that the reason
the men went back to work is because "their complaint was not a
legitimate one." He said that the
disputed cranes are not owned by
the Jefferson Company, and therefore not subject to the demands of
union members who are working for
the Company. He said that the
cranes are being rented to the company, and that the owners wanted
their own men behind the controls.

MRS. MAINE CLUB
There will be a meeting of the
Mrs. Maine Club at 8 p.m. on Tuesday, March 5, in the Main Lounge
of the Memorial Union.
ROCK AND HAMMER CLUB
The Rock and Hammer Club will
meet Thursday, March 7. at 7 p.m.
in the Davis Room of the Memorial
Union. Dr. Harold Borns of the
Geology Department will speak
about survival in the Antarctic. All
those interested are invited to attend.
TENNIS TEAM
All candidates for the Varsity tennis team should report on March
5th. Tuesday, at the Memorial Gym
at 3:30 p.m. for 1st practice session.
An important meeting will be held
that day at 5:30 p.m.
All Freshman candidates will be
called at a later date.
FREE BRIDGE LESSONS
MUAB will provide bridge lessons
to interested students at no charge.
Those interested meet at 7 p.m.,
March 7, in the Union.
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(Continued from Page One)
inform the councils of the State's
share in paying the University's expenses, as well as of the projected
enrollment situation by 1965. According to the letter, the doors of
private colleges will be closed to
many high school students because
of the population squeeze and rising
costs. Ordinarily , such students
could seek an education in the State
University. If the University's requests are ignored, however, even
its doors will be closed to many
qualified students. Their only alternative then will be to flood Maine's
labor market. The letters will urge
students to have their parents write
their legislators to support the University's position.
In a more direct effort to reach
Maine's citizens, the Student Committee is negotiating with a Portland TV station for one-half hour
to present the situation to viewers.
They are considering also negotiations with a Bangor radio station for
editorial time.
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NEW
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ATLANTIC?
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Oscar 1-lan.n a: > .7,.1
trai -rn
an 7 :le disastrous form it as in.w taken
Saul Bellow wrIting 01 "The Writer as
Moralist"
James R. Killian. Jr.: On the impact
of federal research spending on private
industry and ail our economy
.4/„CO
Special Supplement on Children Some fascinatin?. views of children by
Dr. Robert Coles. Jim Brosnan, Walt
Kelly, Ogden Nash and others.
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You'll smoke with a fresh enthusiasm
when you discover the cool "air-softened"taste of Salem

•menthol fresh •rich tobacco taste •modern filter, too

Every month the
Atlantic provides a
platform for many of
the world's most articulate and creative
men and women.The
result is always entertaining and informa•
tive,often brilliant.occasionally profound.
More and more, the
Atlaini.: is findi;lg as
way into the hands of
discerning read.';.
Get your copy today. I
"'
Li.'

ON
SALE
NOW
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Bears Run Hot And Cold; Chill

Bates - Bow To Bowdoin
The University of Maine Bears
ran hot and cold last week, soundly
thrashing Bates 93-73. then losing
to State Series champ Bowdoin almost as decisively 70-54 Saturday
night.
Tuesday's televised game certainly
supported the fact that Maine is
capable of playing some very fine
ball, and with a year's varsity experience under their belts, the team
could be very tough next season.
The Black Bears did everything—
and to perfection! The Bates club
had been playing fine ball coming
into the Memorial Gym but couldn't
cope with red-hot Maine.
The Bears broke from a 42-29
halftime lead and immediately
proceeded to run the Bobcats off
the floor. Led on the fast break
by Dave Svendsen who finished
the night with 29 points for game
high. Maine increased its lead to
20 points almost immediately and
coasted to the one-sided victor,
which nipped a three-game Bates
winning streak.
Maine whipped-in 47% from the
floor in a fine team offensive effort.
Four of the five starters hit double
figures with Art Warren and Laddie
Deemer posting 18 and 16, respectively, followed by Billy Flahive
with 12 and Dennis Vanidestine's
11. The Maine defense was superb.
Bates was without a 20-point man,
posting 14 markers by Ted Kryznowek as high for the team. All
told it was as fine a perforance as
Maine has contributed this season.
Bow doin Looks Sharp
The contest at Brunswick Saturday night was a complete turnabout
of Tuesday's tilt. Bowdoin's outside
shooting was something to behold!
The club holds a 43% shooting
average this season in State Series
action and Saturday's contest with
Maine was no exception to that
mark.
Maine's shooting eye was indeed
off. The team was simply unable to
get the ball through the hoop! While
Bowdoin was connecting on 33 of
77 for a 42% output Maine hit a
very poor 17 for 64 for only 26%.
Maine did well in other departments. outrebounding Bowdoin 56
to 46, also our Bears notched 20of
30 foul shots against llowdoin's
very low 4 of 5. The small number of fouls committed by Maine
can be attributed to the lark of

offensive action in dose.
Y. C. Finale Saturday
Maine draws the curtain on basketball Saturday night following a

U-M Trackmen Victorious;
Two Meet Records Set

By JOHN LIPSEY
The University of Maine, winning
sibly be suffering from a physical twelve out of fourteen events which
and mental letdown; if so, an am- included two meet records and a tie
bush could be in order for Twitchell of the cage and university record,
and Company.
evened its indoor track record at
two wins and two losses with a
92-30 victory over Bates College.
Pete MaePhee set the first meet
record with a 5.5 second clocking
in the SO yard dash, then won the
65 yard low hurdles in 7.7 seconds, and then with Baron Hieken, Murry Spruce, and Dave
Parker won the mile relay in
3:24.3. Before running his leg on
the relay team IIicken had tied
the meet, cage, and university records in the 45 yard high hurdles
of 5.8 seconds, and Parker had
finished with a strong kick in the
600 yard run to win in 1:13.7.
For the fifth time in as many
meets Arnold DeLaite set a meet
record in the shot put with a throw
of 50' 51
/
2". and before that he won
the discuss at 142' 11". Jerry Ellis

was the meet's only other double
winner taking the one mile run in
4:25.6, and then coming back with
a surprise 2:20.4 victory in the
ij00 yard run, and Ben Heinrich
won the two mile run in an impressive 9:36.2.
the closest events of the day were
the high jump and pole vault. Bob
Kramer of Bates won the pole vault
at 12' 0" as he beat Jim Dean of
Maine who also cleared that height
because he made it on his first vault
while it took Dean two vaults.
In the 65 yard low hurdle
trials both Lary Sirois and Pete
MaePhee tied the cage and university records and set a meet
record of 7.6 seconds. Sirois was
then second to MaePltee in the
finals.
This Saturday Maine is host to
Northeastern University. They are
very strong in the middle distances
and boast a 58 foot weight thrower
plus, in Carl Wallin, a 58 foot shot
putter. This should be a very close
and interesting meet.
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Dave Svendsen whistles in for a crack at the hoop enroute to his
29 point night against Bates. Fred Steven (15) attempts to foil the
try as Bill Flahive trails the play.
7:30 televised game with UMass at
the Memorial Gym. The preliminary
contest pits UMP against Coach
Woody Camille's Maine Frosh.
The Bears played very well down
at Amherst earlier in the year. losing in the last minute of play hut
with John Gillette. A 100% effort by
the club could result in a victory
over the unpredictable Redmen despite their tremendous edge in physical size. Mass' front court is second
only to UConn in the Yankee Conference regarding size.
Mass plays St. Johns of Brooklyn
the previous night and could pos-

DAloe SVenirken (14)
up a left hander as .,trt Warren (32)
and Bob Stiekney move in to help amid a bevy of unidentified Bates
defenders during Tuesday night's romp over the Bobcats.

Frat Basketball
Ends Season Play
By FRED SAMPSON
The fraternity basketball teams
had a relatively light schedule last
week, with only five regular and
one playoff game being played.
Beta Theta Pi managed to salvage its fourth victory of the season
in a bruising match with a tough
Tau Epsilon Phi club, 86-13. Sigma
Nu forfeited to Sigma Phi Epsilon
in the only other game scheduled
for Monday night.
On Wednesday night, Delta Tau
Delta crushed Alpha Tau Omega
67-45. and Sigma Chi snuffed Kappa Sigma, 68-47. Sigma Nu again
forfeited this time to Phi Mu Delta.
Unpredictable Lambda Chi Alpha
snowed Phi Kappa Sigma, 65-41.
Phi Gamma Delta upset a strong
Phi Eta Kappa team, 38-35, in what
must be considered one of the best
played games of the current season.
By Thursday, Beta, Lambda Chi
and Delta Tau were tied with
identical won-lost records. A drawing was held and Beta faced Lambda Chi on Thursday night. The
Betas were cold in the first half,
but came on strong in the second
period. Their inspired rally fell
short, however, and they bowed to
Lambda Chi, 52-48.
First games of this basketball
"tournament" will start on Tuesday.
March 5, at 7:00. Hart 1-Hart 2,
Gan 1-Cumb 2 at 8:00, Dunn 3-Gan
4, Gan 3-BanCorns; at 9:00. Sigma
('hi-Phi Mu Delta, and at 9:00, Phi
Gamma Delta-Lambda Chi or Delta
Tau. On Wednesday night, at 7:00.
Cumb 2-Dunn 3. Hart 2-Gan 3 and,
at 8:00. Gan 1-BanCorns, and Phi
Fla-Kappa Sigma. On Thursday
night. at 7:00. BanComs-Hart 2,
(ian 4-Gan I. and at 8:00. Hart 1Dunn 3 and Gan 3-Cumb 2.

A group of Maine sorority girls and their dates followed the
philosophy of Pierre "I may be plucky, but I'm not stupid" Salinger
Saturday. They decided not to take a 50 mile hike—considering the
32 miles to Bucksport a more reasonable distance.

Outdoor Angle
By DICK STAIGER
Things are quiet on the western
front and to the east and north and
south. The deep snow has slowed
most all outdoor activity. Ice fishing
throughout the state is hampered by
deep snow and a layer of slush on
top of the ice. The harsh, cold
weather is also keeping many fishermen off the ice. About the only men
on the ice consistently are the game
wardens.
The warden service here in Maine
invested in some snow sleds this
year. These sleds have made travel
faster and have opened up areas
previously unreachable in winter.
These same snow sleds which get the
wardens into back woods areas, have
also proved themselves as emergency vehicles. When the Air Force
plane went down near Greenville,
the wardens used their snow sleds
to carry men and equipment into
the site of the crash. Multiple use is
everywhere.
If you've wondered what wardens
do during the winter on their "off"
days when they are not checking ice
fishermen or inspecting deer yards,
here is an example from Warden
Supervisor Jack Shaw of Strong.
On February 9," I was notified that
there was a large bull moose down
near Gold Brook and Beaudry's
truck road which goes in to the C. P.
railroad tracks at Skinner. I went
to the scene with a rifle, but due to

the late afternoon hour could not
determine whether it was necessary
to dispose of him or not as he was
on his feet and appeared to be in
good condition. The following day.
Bryce Clayton of Eustis and I returned to the area. After looking
him over with binoculars, we found
that he was blind in both eyes. He
was down over a steep bank and in
the deep snow on Gold Brook. We
finally herded him into the woods off
from the brook where Warden
Clayton disposed of him. He would
eventually have starved to death
Clayton tossed a stick at him when
we were trying to determine whether
he could see anything, and he immediately reared up on his hind legs
and struck out with both front feet.
There was approximately three and
one-half feet of snow which if he
had been all right would not have
bothered him to any extent in
travelling.
This was a day a bit out of the
ordinary because after the moose
episode we observed a skunk wallowing in the deep snow. After this,
we saw some pussy willows which
I would say is quite early—in fact,
the earliest that I have ever see*
them. Oh. well, this keeps hopes
alive that spring will come eventual..
What will the world look Ilk
when it is no longer white?
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